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January Graduates!
All candidates for graduation in January may
buy their caps and gowns and invitations in the
Book Store from now until Dec. 8. The Book
Store is handling this so that more days will be
available for ordering. If anyone has any questions they should contact Joe Swann, D-445.
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Wyche Will Give Verdict

By ZAUN B. GRANT
this woman lawyer, stated that he [Clemson has no policy regarding i because he anticipated litigation.
Titters erupted in the courtHarvey Gantt's latest assault on !j was advised by the president or I the admission of Negroes. Sen.
r m fUled
Predominantly with
the ancient bastions of segregation the school's attorneys to send I Brown affably answered the ques-< ?° '
bUnd
of Ws reDlies to
tions
ut
in South Carolina came to a tern-1
^^
<*ntt
P
to him by the Negro \ jn ^ ^ a ^^ ^ ^ ^
porary halt nine days ago with to tne ^ersons named. He also.lawyers and was shortly excused the best of his knowledge no Ne' the conclusion of a three day full-' ^ that aems<»» has no Policy from the proceedings to attend to gro was enrolled at Clemson.
!
dress trial in Anderson.
j regarding the admission of Ne-iwhat was termed "state busi- | Dean of the Department erf

Architecture, Harlan McOure,
was the last witness of the second
day of the trial. Dean McClure
reported
that a
preliminary
evaluation of Gantt's transcript
indicated that the Negro had 64
transferable credits, and perhaps
(.Continued on page 6)

! Judge C. C. Wyche, a veteran groes'
ness."
i of 52 years on the bench and a I Gantt's lawyers opened the sub- \ Mr. R. M. Cooper, President
native of Spartanburg, presided at Poeaed files of architecture trans- \ the Board of Trustees, made a
: the trial and is expected to hand fer students and established that i brief appearance on the stand to
; down a ruling on the case by Jan. a student had been allowed to I assert that Clemson has no policy
1. Front there, either side may transfer ^ tbe xhool of archi-' regarding admission of Negroes;
appeal Wyche s ruling to the •
,
.
i
,7/^
,. „
Fourth Qrcuit Court of Appeals in tecture from the University of; and that the application of HarRichmond in time for action by ■ Florida after the set cut-off date vey Gantt had never been discusssecond semester.
for consideration of transfers in ed officially at a board meeting.
At the beginning of this semes- 1961.
Gantt Takes The Stand
ter, Judge Wyche refused to grant!
President Edwards, when ques- j
Gantt a preliminary injunction i fa
Harvey Gantt appeared on the
which would have forced Clemson oned about this later in the trial,
stand to be confident but someto admit him. Early in the cur- said that Clemson did set up an
times contradictory. At one inrent proceedings, Judge Wyche in- emergency College Board Test for ^ance "when Clemson's chief~law
cheated that he did not consider this student on Sept. 7, 1961 in yer, Watkins, asked Gantt who
the Gantt case to be a class ac- : order that she could complete wrote his letters of inquiry to
tion.
; the requirements for admission. Clemson, the Negro student replied that he did, but later changCapacity Attendance
He acknowledged that Clemson ; ^ his answer to say that he had
During the trial in the Federal had canceled Gantt's application; composed the letters but had sent
(Photo—Anderson Independent)' courtroom, which was jammed to j at ^g time because his test scores , them to Matthew Perry, a Columcapacity - approximately 100 - ' ^
before >bia attome>'' w * comct&i "*
at all times, Gantt s two chief we
...
tvped.
lawyers, Matthew Perry and Mrs. j
set cut-off date for consideraI Lawyer Watkins also asked
Constance Motley, sought to show i tion of transfer students. The
why he had
j Gantt to explain
that Clemson College had discrim- president said that the student .
iQ.vearniri
knowingly
not
taken
the college
inated against
n his attempt Wh° WaS aU°Wed * transfer afterl board tests on the date he was Dr. Edwards and Senator Edgar Brown discuss proceedings
Charleston
,
. _ „„„„
■ the cut-off date was the wife of a! supposed to; why
in the Gantt case.
(Photo—Anderson Independent)
J the transcript
to gain entrance to Clemson.
I "7^
'
.
™Dmo„„ ^.^f^imth. An math Professor and that he felt:of his work at Iowa State UniverClemson, represented by the AnLjty had not been sent on time;
;
derson law firm of Watkins, Wat-1 the exception was justified
Serving on Peace Corps proj- mandu. transportation does not.teaching at a junior college in
and why a portfolio of his design
!ktos and
MacEachin. with an asThe second day of the trial op- work which was requested by the
eccs in East Pakistan, Nepal and pose the same problem that it the equivalent of a high school
sist
Tanganyika, three former Clem- dees for some of his team mates. I vocational agriculture program. S
°y State Attorney General; ened with state Sen. Edgar Brown j college had not been presented to
R. McLeod, in defense,; as the first witness to take the j Dean Harlan McClure
the
son students, John A. Lehecka,
r^.^ Towle a Volunteer work. Nepal, which was closed to the Daniel
tried to
establish that Gantt had stand g^ .Brown .member of the i Architecture Department.
William R. Clayton and Alesand- , ing at the Dhankuta Agricultural outside world until 1951, has a
failed
to
fulfill
the
admission
reBoard of Trustees of Clemson for
agricultural econoer Quattlebaum, have found that IFarm in Chung Wang, is twenty- rudimentary
To all these questions, Gantt, in ;
™~— —^^ ™" ; quirements of Clemson, thus in- 30 years and President Pro Tem
their overseas assignments offer five miles w foot from tbe near.
charge of dis- of the Senate, testified under ques- so many words, replied that he j
validating
any
new challenges.
jest transportation. Even at that ! will be participating in the na- crimination.
had failed to do these things betioning by Matthew Perry that
■ tion's first vocational training
Working with 34 other survey-; driving presents some unusual
cause of a "misunderstanding."
Mrs. Motley, the New York law.program on the secondary level.
ors, civil engineers, and geolo-; hazards.
yer who represented James MereWitnesses For Tbe Defense
| John A. Lehecha is one of 14 dith in his successful breach of
gists in Tanganyika. Alexander
RecenUy
the
PeaCe Corps
on the first Peace I Mississippi's segregation laws.
Quattlebaum learned that the Representative, reporting on the Vo1'
A high-light of the second afterRelations Between Governments
team's surveying stakes hold a;deUvery rf u^ volunteers to Corps-United Nations joint team^ed VlI K N vickery, regisnoon of the trial was the appearfatal attraction for the local peo-1 their stations in
iance of President R. C. Edwards By Senator Sam J. Ervin, jr#l . the American system of governMangelpur, working in East Pakistan with j trar cf the couege, to the stand on
ple. Two of his team mates sur- wrote: "Incidently on our return FAO Specialists from all over the . fhe openir,g afternoon of the trial,
ment, and I think that is trua
North Carolina
hold on the witness stand. President
veying a jet airfield site in Am- trip to Hetura the power wagon, world.
because the Constitution is corMrs. Motley chose to dispute
Edw rt s atbtude
an
organizational
meeting
and
■
«
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™*™™*
William Gladstone,
in my rectly described in a nutshell in
sha near the Kenya border found which was just a couple of miles
John and his team mates will Clemson's contention that Gantt's
ae tl0 S WaS SUmmed UP by taS
f * .
judgement, was clearly right in the statement made by Chief
it almost impossible to keep the behind us, hit a tiger. Whether be part of a group of demon- application had been treated like first rehearsal Monday, Decem- T
declaration
ber 3, in the Bar.d Room. Memberthe main when he said that the Justice Salmon P. Chase in
stakes in the ground.
any
other
application
by
delving
;strators
in
an
extensive
irrigait killed him nobody knows, be"To the best of my knowledge Constitution
ship is open to any member of
of the United Texas v. White. He said in that
Members of the Masai tribe in- cause he disappeared in the tall- tion, farming, and flood-control into the correspondence con- the student body through a sim- and ability, we have applied the States was the greatest instrucase:
program undertaken by the Gov- cerning Gantt of the registrar~ pie audition. Those interested in admissions policy to Harvey Gantt
variably dug them up ever night, grass.''
ment ever struck off at a given
with
persons
not
directly
con
"The Constitution, in all of
I
eminent
of
Pakistan.
thinking that there was buried
playing in the Concert Band are and everybody else without preju- time by the brain and purpose
Clayton who graduated in 1962
its provisions, looks to an indetreasure underneath. Tbe Volun- with a B.S. in agriculture is
This program will take water nected with the college.
' urged to contact Mr. Butler in ad- dice."
of man.
Under questioning, Mr. Vickery
structible union composed of inteers almost gave up for good
from the Ganges River and irrivance of the organizational meetUnder cross-examination by
admitted
that
he
had
sent
blind
As a matter of fact, however, destructible States."
after setting one beacon in four
gate arable portions of 1.8 millling.
Mrs. Motley, the president said he was partly in error in that I think if we were to destroy
feet of concrete only to find it
ion acres in the Kushtia, Jessore copies of a Jan. 1961 letter adThe first meeting, and subse- that Gantt's application was kept statement. The Constitution of the states we would destroy
dug up within the week.
and Khulna districts. It will also vising Gantt of the status of his
help drain off surplus monsoon I application to Clemson to State , quent rehearsals of the group will in a vault, separate from other the United States was not struck our Constitutional system of
In the Southern region stakes
applications, for "safe-keeping" off at a given moment. It em- government and do the greatest
water and seek to control season- i^11- E^31" Brown- ***■ w- L- '.** al 5:0° pmdisappear for a much more proMrs.
bodied, however, the experience injury to the cause of good goval flooding. FAO officials estimate ! Watkins of Hartsville and
saic reason. The tribesmen who
of many generations of men in ernment that could possibly be
that this project in many cases, I Rebecca McConnelly of Columbia. ;
live in the area's barren hills
their quest for a system of gov- done,
Speaking on the fall semester will double and perhaps treble: Later <»> Mrs lot
don't have enough firewood, and
that blind copies of a reply to
ernment in which man should
Clemson College
"he-i
local
crop
production.
the nicely cut stakes distributed
! Gantt by Vickery in May 1962
be
guaranteed the right to selfStates in Jeopardy
dule will be Dr. E. E. MuschThese 14 Volunteers received
evenly along their pathway are
rule, and also the right to proThe States are in jeopardy at
litz, research professor of chem- their training, along with 50 other ! were sent to Sen. Brown and a
just too good to resist. A fellow
tection against governmental this time, I think, for several
istry and engineering at the Uni- Volunteers also headed for Pakis- j Mr. Robinson, identified as an atsurvevor, Roger Hagler, who at-.
| torney for the segregation-minded
tyranny.
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*„.™J *>.->*; versity of Florida.
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of
Minne-'
Louisiana State, found that;
:
jGressette Committee.
The first reason is that those
!
than
anxious
to
present
to
the
and
student
wives
are
admitted
the only way to keep tbe stakes | The public is invited to join sota. He underwent ten weeks of
American System
who seek to impose their will
i
public
its
second
production
of
i
free
on
Thursday.
Admission
for
in the ground was to resort to! Clemson students and staff mem- j intensive instruction in the BenNo Policy
The finest system of govern-' upon others in governmental
' the season, "Life With Father." j Friday and Saturday is S.50. Genlocal magic and tie a tuft of grass i bers to hear Dr.
Muschlitz ■ gali language, tbe customs and
i eral Admission is $1.00.
;ment ever devised by man is matters would prefer to deal
Mr.
Vickery,
hesitant at times
around the top of each peg.
j speak 8 p. m. Friday, Nov. 30, in | traditions of Pakistan, agricultural
So many favorable comments
with one government only.
under the sharp questioning of about the first play has more
Quattlebaum had five months of W?*..^ «°°m i18..00^ [
Continued on page 6)
j namely, tiie Federal Governi subject, "The Mass Spectrometthan encouraged the appetites of
intensive training in Texas, Puer! ment.
er as a Research Instrument."
our town actors. They plan to
to Rico and Tanganyika before
They do not like to deal with
give
a
professional
performance,
be began his Peace Corps as-1 The visiting lecturer, head of
50 State governments and the
and everyone is invited to attend.
signment with the Public Works the physical chemistry division at
: Federal Government, in addi"Life With Father" was written
Department in Mt. Warda.
Florida,
received both underi tion.
by Clarance Day and is written
He is currently surveying feed-. graduate and graduate training at
In the home of Mrs. Edward will go toward the club's Christ- Immobilize State Governments
around the events of his childer roads and working on the East- the Pennsylvania State UniversRice
the forty-fifth meeting of mas project and party. The Inhood,
with
his
father
as
the
cenThey realize that if they can
ern Trunk Line. Tanganyika which ity. He started teaching as an inthe Industrial Management Aux- dustrial Management Auxiliary's immobilize
ter figure.
State government
is roughly the size of France, !structor at Cornell University. At
of and control the Federal Governiiliary was held Nov. 8. At the Christmas project consists
Germany and Belgium combined. Florida he became professor of
The cast is made up of fourwood, stone, plaster, fire glass,
By CRIS ROWE
visiting the children of Miracle ment, then can control all of
had 21,000 miles of government chemistry and engineering in 1958
of | meeting Mrs. M. C. Ellison gave
and bronze, and the latter show- teen aspiring actors, two
a talk on "Moving Into a New Hill Mission and donating to the government.
y 700 of which are sur- and was named to his present
Work of two faculty members
which
are
Clemson
students.
ing works in oils, water color,
Community and Making Yourself them books for their library.
faced with bituman. The rest are ; post last year.
, was presented at aemson when
Now, this would have a very
Robert Gordon, who plays Dr. Known."
15 and polymers.
| newspapers and coat hangers,
earth and gravel. Because of His research interests include!011 Wednesday,
bad effect, if it were to be acum
1
eS
is
from
Annapolis,
whi
ma
exhibition of contemporary | ^ Sunday, December 2 from '?. ^H ?
Officers for 1962-1963 are as|
ch
y te re-sold, and old complished. One of the great
transportation difficulty much of: molecular beam techniques, bas- j ^
. I sculpture and painting was open- 3:30 p. m. to 6:00 p. m. the Md. This is his freshman year, follows: President, Ruth Law- i
the country's rich agricultural and ic processes in gas
values of our system of governand it is his first performance.
mineral resources can not be i^ mass spectroscopy. He pre-If ^J^^l^ t? rlT Clemson Chapter of the Ameri-1 Tom Wiison, a junior, plays rence; Vice-President, Virginia j In addition to this the club Is ■ ment, which separates the powmarketed.
—.M a
. paper
»»» on
«. the
th. mass
™« spec«**..! ture building s Rudolph Le Gall- can Association of University; ^ ^
II sented
^ te from"^ Tison; Secretary, Edna Rice; giving to the mission money and ers of government between the .
oyd
ery.
-' and Treasurer, Margaret Dixon. bakery goods. Miracle Hill Mis-1 National Government and State
For Clemson graduate William trometer at a meeting of the
Geor
tto is also his first
The
me exhibit, counting of ap-; J^^'T^RiS^Se Georgia,
^- and this
^
^ &st Committee chairmen are Social, sion is a home for children which government, lies in the fact that
in
Cla;>-ton, stationed at a college American Chemical Society
proximately nineteen pieces of|
^ at which ^ exhibUors!■ Performance.
Program, Virginia have been abandoned by their it affords us 50 laboratories in
Betn
Pato;
in the capital city of Nepal, Kath- i New York City.
sculpture and nineteen Paint-i^^ ^ assistance 0f j^ Hunt-1 Another actor is a professor of Tison;
Membership,
Annette parents and is located in Pick-; the States for governmental exings, is the work of John Acorn gr ^ Qf tne Architectural architecture, Joe Young; the oth-i Truesdale;
Publicity,
Anita ens. The Christmas project is be- j periments.
and Mr. Ireland Regnier, bothig^ will answer questiwis on ers come from Dauiel High Thompson;
and
Ways
and ing headed by Mrs. Lib Longmy-1 A state can experiment with
professors at the school of arch |the exniDits ^d will lead a gen-iScn001' S^1508- and the town of Means, Carolyn Whitmire.
er.
an innovation in government or
itecture. The work greatly aided ;enl discussion on art. Any stu- Clemson.
The club has recently completeconomics and if it turns out
by the 1961 Alimim
Loyalty dent whQ ^^ ^ attend wQm
aaltja time ta 8;00 p m. on
ed a bake sale in which a profit
bad it doesn't affect us governOn ShOW - y^
' TW.mW
onHQ8 in
be mnra
more +Kon
than ic&lrAmo
welcome.
December R6, T1, and
in rVia
the Food of $3015 WaS made TtliS mOneV
: mentally speaking or economiuntil December 15.
' cally speaking except in one
Both Mr. Acorn and Mr. Reg- ]
! limited area.
Clemson College Chapter of tion." A short discussion period nier have worked in a variety of
If it turns out good then it
the fame producing
the Young Americans for Free- is to be held afterward for those media:
can be adopted in the other
beautifully
flowing
form
in
dom plans its second campus that want to stay.
Clemson College dairy science states,
wide meeting for Monday Dec. 3
department upon request will \ But if the Federal Governat 7 p. m. The meeting featurmail gift packages of famous ment indulges in experiment
ing the film, "Operation AboliQemson Blue Cheese in time for which has tragic consequences
tion"' is to be held in Earle Hall
the approaching holiday season. it affects us tragically at all
auditorium, the Chemical EngiRequests for information and levels.
neering building.
order placement should be diRelieving of Responsibility
The college group features this
rected to Dr. J. J. Janzen, DeThen there is another thing of
film, tells of the communist inpartment of
Dairy
Science, a detrimental character in shiftspired riots among college stuaemson
College.
Orders for
ing all responsibility of governdents in California against the
Christmas delivery should be reson students. Until now, very
j
Do
you
have
any
old
clothes
ment from a State level to a
House
UnAmerican
Activities
ceived before December 10.
National level, and that is that
Committee's
investigation
of i stored away in a dark corner of few old domes or toys have been
Wheels of cheese are packed such action relieves the people
I your closet? The IJ\C. (Inter received, but the IF.C. hopes |
communist activities in Califorone per box weighing about IVz of a sense of responsibility at
! Fraternity Council) sure hopes
that the students will show more
nia.
pounds; wedges are packed four the local level. One of the
j so, because it is sponsoring a
This film, which is an eyewit- j Christmas party for needy chfl- interest in the few weeks to
per box and weigh about Vk things about our system of govcome. Any clothes or toys may
ness account of the rioting, has | dren from the Clemson area.
pounds. Krumbles of natural ernment which is essential if it
been criticized by some leading' The party will be held in the be brought to one's hall counce- j
blue cheese are grated and pack- is to endure is a sense of responchurchmen and liberals across j ^iae gym m Thursday, Decem- lor.
aged to uniform weight in 5-oz. sibility in individuals at local
and 10-oz. containers.
the country for its stand against ber 13_ with the j p c furnishing | The I.F.C. appreciates
any
levels.
Someone has said that the
the obvious communist activity; refreshments for the children.
jhelp that the students may give,
Dr. Janzen emphasizes that the
department prefers to bill the saddest epitaph that can be
shown in the film.
Although each boy and girl These needy children and their |
The film had wide publicity af- will receive a new item of cloth-1 families will know the true spir- j
customer instead of receiving ad- written on the loss of any right
vance payment because the ex- is that those who had the savter its last showing in aemson. | jng as purchased by the I-F.C, j it of Christmas because of the
act charges can't be determined ing power failed to stretch forth
The students and faculty are in-j the success of the party lies love shown them by Clemson stu- j
(Continued on page 6)
(Photo by Lank) until shipment is made.
vited to see "Operation Aboli- j purely in tbe hands of the Clem- derits.
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To Rodney Rogers—Our Appreciation, Congratulations

Trial Proves Interesting
Witnesses Augment Color

Clemson College"

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Associate Editor
Clemson College recently had to play a part in a
tremendous farce—and play the role of the underdog,
at that. Cast in this role in an attempt to "save face*
and protect the name of Clemson, the college was
forced to appear in court over a case that was "not a
class action, but an effort to determine whether or not
the college had acted on a particular application in the
same manner that they would any other
application."
The farce was, of course, the Harvey
Gantt versus Clemson College case. Entering the courtroom probably on the defensive, Clemson, to say the least, made
an impressive appearance. Those in the
"W^M foreground leading the battle for Clemson handled themselves with confidence, conviction,
and even mustered a few hints of persuasiveness in
their arguments.

EDITOR, DAVE GUMULA
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1962

"One Glass Will Never Be Missed"
During the past few months comments have reached the college with respect to the behavior of students in the
local restaurants and business establishments. Local merchants respect and appreciate the conduct of the majority of
the Clemson students but there are some
students who refuse to cooperate making themselves obnoxious in the process.
For obvious reasons this type of conduct cannot continue. Losses can be
considerable, in fact more than considerable, to the merchants because of the
conduct of some students.
Let us take, as an example, a few of
the recent incidents that have happened
at one establishment. This establishment serves a beverage which is alcoholic and is called beer. Most Clemson
students are undoubtedly familiar with
this beverage and the net effect it has
on the student after sustained consumption.
This establishment attempts to sell
beer in glasses—and good-looking glasses we might add. These glasses seem to
be a favorite with the students and are
much coveted as room decorations, mementoes, etc. As such they are frequently "borrowed" — we cannot say
stolen since this would make students
criminals or felons — But "borrowed"
with the rather unlikely condition that
they would ever find their way back to
the establishment.
"One glass will never be missed"
seems to be the philosophy of the student, so the theft occurs—oops, pardon
the slip, the word is "borrowed." But
thirteen hundred other students have
had this very same thought since June
in this particular establishment. "One
glass will never be missed" doesn't seem
to hold much water as a personal philos-

ophy, does it? Thirteen hundred glasses
at twenty-three cents apiece represents
a sizable portion of profit—about three
hundred dollars.
This is not an isolated incident. Let's
take a view of some of the other missing
articles: about a dozen ash trays each
week; about two dozen salt and pepper
cellars each week; plates; knives and
forks damaged beyond repair; etc.
Are students so stupid as to think
that this sort of destruction will be tolerated? Are students so lax in moral responsibility as to think that this sort of
destruction is "all right"? Are students
aware of what their "one little action"
represents when multiplied over the
weeks? Do students realize the legal
proceedings which could be taken
against them for such destruction?
The local merchants have faith that
such actions will eventually subside as
the students mature but faith cannot
replace the stolen items. Students,
wake up to the facts—these merchants
do not have to cater to the college set!
Business in the summer proves that
these merchants could cater only to nonstudents and still maintain their trade.
But let's face the facts of life. There
are precious few places of respite from
the grind of a technical education and
these restaurants represent one of the
better places where one can relax in
a good atmosphere. We would only be
hurting ourselves by allowing these
wanton acts of destruction to continue
under any circumstances. It's high
time that we demonstrated the maturity
with which we are supposedly developed by this time in our lives. Let's
stop such thefts by fellow students;
let's start taking positive action in such
situations; after all, only we are the
ones that can really stop this!

Commendable Actions Noted at Game
This year a new high was reached
in the Clemson-Carolina game relationship. It is for obvious reasons that we
of the TIGER staff offer our congratulations to the students of both colleges
for their exemplary conduct at the
game.
This has been one of the few years
in which the game has been void of any
major disturbances from the spectators.
Such incidents tend to be picked up by
the press and are aired in somewhat of
a condescending light by the press, thus
compounding the infamy placed on the
various colleges.

Such incidents as this reflect very,
badly on the reputations of the colleges,
a reputation that is most difficult to
build up but most easy to destroy. It is
for this reason that we of the TIGER
are proud of the conduct of the students
—perhaps this will reflect on the university atmosphere that most interested
students of the college are trying tc
erect in order to improve the intellectual atmosphere of Clemson. Such actions—or want of such actions—as these
show that college students can and will
conduct themselves correctly when
called upon.

What Makes Such Actions Unforgivable?
During the last few weeks the air
has been pregnant with expectation regarding the Gantt trial.. Rumors have
been rife, speculations are comprehensive, hopes are high and low at the same
time, and the students are vitally aware
of the role which they could possibly
play in the national publicity of resulting events.
It is this feeling of extreme urgency
that has had many students treading the
narrow path of unbiased opinion for the
present time. Such action is commendable but necessarily reflects the many
pressures on the Clemson student of this
scholastic year.
. However, during the Gantt trial certain opinions have been voiced by many
of the students with respect to one incident of the trial. TKis was the incident in which several Clemson students
met Harvey Gantt at the trial and were
seen "conversing with him for some
time."
One question: what makes such actions unforgivable in the eyes of the

students? The students that attended
the trial were greatly interested in the
trial and the possible outcome enough
to take the time and trouble to be in the
courtroom during the often dry and tedious legal proceedings.
Does the student body intend to condemn them because they met and talked
with the student who could possibly
have such a tremendous impact on
Clemson? What kind of" a narrowminded approach to the situation is
this? Burying one's head in the sands
does not protect one from imminent
danger; neither will refusing to meet
and converse with Harvey Gantt cause
him to disappear!
At some time Harvey Gantt must
be introduced to the student body as a
person, a human being, capable of the
same aspirations and hopes as other students. We must approach this problem
with intelligence and reason and ignorance of the primary figure in the situation will not aid in the solution of the
situation in any way.

Captain of the crew for Clemson and the man
responsible primarily for Clemson's good showing
was President R. C. Edwards, who came on during
the second day of the trial. Prior to his appearance,
the college had seemed to be completely on the defensive, backpedaling and reeling under the attacks
by the attorneys for the plaintiff.

-

Point Of View

Clemson Has Realistic
Approach To Gantt Case
By ZALIN B. GRANT
Editorial Columnist
Harvey Gantt, neatly dressed in a dark suit, and enunciating his words with a barely
perceptible trace of a midwestern accent, testified in
Anderson that he had withdrawn from Iowa
State University
on Nov. 16 in
anticipation that
he would enroll
at Clemson
second semester.
Gantt explained that Iowa
State is on the
quarter system
and that he completed the
fall quarter before withdrawing; the winter quarter at
Iowa State overlaps Clemson's
second semester.
The possibility of Gantt entering Clemson has taken another step closer to reality.
And with rumored academic
difficulties that James Meredith has encountered at Ole
Miss (suggesting that his failure from school is imminent),
national attention has focused
ever more closely on Clemson.
The question of how Clemson will accept Harvey Gantt
if the court rules in his favor
pops up quite often now days;
it is a pressing question that is
being asked by newsmen, by
college officials and by the
students themselves.
Will the students at Clemson
react to integration in a fashion similar to the students at
Ole Miss? There has been no
conclusive survey taken on the
present attitudes of the student body toward
Harvey
Gantt and integration
but
there are tangible indications
that Clemson will not be a
photostated copy of Ole Miss.
For one thing, if Gantt enrolls second semester he will
miss the moments of wildness
which sometimes occur at the
beginning of the school year
as a result of the "ratting"
system.
The shaved-heads of the
"rats", which sometimes merge
in waves of spirited, unidentifiable mobs during football
season, will show long hairs of
maturity by second semester.

From This Corner, It Looks Like . ..

Bi- Weekly TIGER Would Be Advantageous
By BILL SCHACHTE
Tiger Columnist
Well, here I sit again before
this typewriter on a Sunday
afternoon trying to think of
something to say which will
not be "old copy" before next
Friday when the TIGER is released. I don't know how many
of you know this, but everything you read in this paper
has been in Anderson at the
printer's for at least three
days.
It's rather difficult to write
an editorial column which will
be close to a week old before
it is read. For that matter, as
far as current events go, I
imagine that every staff on
the TIGER suffers a little

from working with topics
which will be stale by the time
they're read.
Coming out with a bi-weekly edition of the TIGER in
tabloid form has been kicked
around by different TIGER
staffs for years. Some have
been skeptical about such an
arrangement — tabloid — because there's & certain amount
of prestige which goes along
with a paper of our present
size. I say to hell with the
size of the paper.
If the TIGER can be put out
twice a week with a much better coverage of current events,
I don't think the particular
size of our paper will make
any difference. Aside from

news, our sports section would
be much more complete —
especially during
basketball
and baseball season.
Well, how about it? There
are enough letters to Tom
every week to know that some
people read this page. How
about someone blasting off on
this idea?
To change to the national
scene . . . Persons tabbed as
"military insiders" tell us that
the U. S. didn't take "much of
a calculated risk" standing up
to Moscow over the Cuban situation. They feel Intelligence
knew all along that Khrushchev would retreat partly because Russia did not want the
U. S. to invade Cuba under

Week's Peek

any curcumstances and capture their advanced type missiles and fuel installed there.
That's why, said a high-ranking officer, "the Red chiefs
are being so docile about removing them."
Note this: Over a year ago
(Sept. 18, 1961) in his column
for that particular day, Walter Winchell said: "Cuba has
short-range missiles that can
be flung 1000 miles. They are
Soviet-installed
and located
nearly 100 miles from Havana."
From Irving Leibowitz, Indianapolis Times: "Did you
hear about the new coloring
book on the market for farmers? You get paid NOT to
paint."

Thus, the potential danger of
school spirit being channeled
into opposition to integration
will be averted.
Also, the administration has
issued stern warnings against
disturbances in the event of
integration — warnings stern
enough to discourage even the
most dedicated segregationists. Whereas the students of
Ole Miss suffered, for the most
part, only mild reprimands for
their part in the riots which
wracked the university campus,
Clemson students have
been given undoubted assurances that the slightest disturbance will warrant dismissal.
Another
indication that
Clemson will not be a rerun of
the Mississippi scene is the
fact that there has been a
student reaction, however

small, favorable to Gantt's admission.
A short time ago
Gantt revealed that some
Clemson students had visited
him during the summer. And
at the trial in Anderson, several students introduced themselves to Gantt and his attorneys and appeared to converse
with him.
Indisputably,
the looming
possibility of integration does
not appeal to the majority of
the student body at Clemson.
Segregation is a way of life
for over 90 percent of the student body; and a way of
life is not disrupted without a
feeling of emotions—but the
proved intelligence and rationality
of
the
students
coupled with a competent administration point to a peaceful acceptance of the ruling of
the Federal courts.

Talk of The Town

Bottles, Smottles—
A Plague On Thee
By CECIL HUEY
Tiger Coulmnist
Clemson students have long
been considered Clemson men.
However, it appears that with
Clemson's transition from a
military school to its present
situation, there arose fears
that Clemson men would degenerate into college kids. As
a result some aspects of the
military were
retained. One of
these is room
inspection.
Periodic
inspection of the
rooms is necessary to insure
a general neat
appearance
of
the dorms. However, the present regulations
inspection
and
concerning
other aspects of dorm life have
been carried to ridiculous extremes in several cases.
One of these cases is the
statement that more than six
empty drink bottles in a room
constitutes a mess. This is ridiculous — two or three bottles
scattered about is more of a
mess than a dozen or so neatly
stacked against a wall. Something like this should be left
to the hall counselor's discretion.
The rule against tape on the
dorm walls is a rather useless
rule. The fact that tape may
damage the paint cannot be
denied. However, this rule
goes generally unheeded, and
the damage done is small.
Such
items
as
schedules,
grades, assignments, or pictures conveniently taped to
the walls make dorm life more
pleasant and help bolster student morale.
Another rule that is subject
to a great deal of derision is
one declaring that "no waste
will be deposited in hall barrels after 4 p. m. on weekdays
or after 9 a. m. on Saturdays."
It is doubtful that there would

be any obvious rush period
that would cause the cans to
overflow into the halls if students were allowed to deposit
trash at their convenience.
Most_ students prefer to empty
room wastebaskets while
cleaning their rooms, and the
general procedure is not to
clean rooms during class hours
or early Saturday morning.
Perhaps the most ridiculous
of these rules is the one stating that a student accummulating four
"Poor" ratings
during one semester will be
dismissed from
the dorms.
Perhaps, some disciplinary action greatly outweighs action
taken for other violations of
school regulations of like magnitude.
These rules are of such a
nature that they tend to impress students with the apparent fact that they are being treated as children. A
little relaxation of the rules
will tend to erase this impression and may well increase
their willingness to keep the
rooms a little neater. In any
case however, things such as
the number of bottles permissible and like matters should
be left more to the hall counselor's judgement. The inspections should be of a more general nature with the room
neatness judged to be either
"acceptable" or "poor".
Hall counselors should be
also allowed to make the decision as to when disciplinary
action is due as a result of a
failure to keep the rooms neat.
We aren't children—most of
us aren't adults either, but we
are capable of getting through
college without being told how
many bottles we may keep in
our room.
As was said before, inspections are necessary, but their
effect on the habits of students is lessened by the existence of such rules as those
cited here.

During the testimony, the Clemson president not
only answered each question with logic and conviction, but rallied with counter arguments to shift the
college from the defensive to the offensive. By the
time the president finally stepped down, so many
fallacies in the case for the plaintiff had been pointed
out that the "shoe was on the other foot" and the "other side" had some explanation* pending.
So effective was the testimony of President Edwards, in fact, that one Anderson lawyer, connected
with the case in no form or fashion other than spectator, remarked that "he was undoubtedly one of the
best witnesses I have ever seen." In fact, the entire
chatter between the attorney for the plaintiff, who is
also one of the best around, and the college president
was among the best to be seen in a courtroom.
During this beautiful banter, Clemson was forced
to tiptoe across some very thin ice—and tiptoe it did
—quite safely every time. Not only did Clemson tiptoe off this thin ice, it many times left its attackers
stranded out on the same ice. As an aftermath of the
trial in fact, "some reservations were raised" in the
minds of various Clemson heads as to the sincerity of
the applicant.
**
Other witnesses for Clemson, performing equally
well, seemed to give testimonies typical of their respective positions with the college. Those with specific connection to the case gave specific information
alone, and those connected more generally with the
case gave general information alone. Combining this
almost strategically placed testimony, the attorneys
for the plaintiff came up with little new knowledge.
For example, the Dean of the School of Architecture, Dean Harlan McClure, rendered some very vital
information—to incoming Architecture students. His
testimony, completely in the terms of an architect,
was clear and concise to those connected with the
architecture department, so technical to outsiders
that it was almost vague.
Then too, in his quietly boisterous manner, Senator Edgar Brown offered few remarks that left openings for target practice. He answered each question
in the true fashion of a politician—very general—but
sufficient to add color to the trial. Mr. Cooper, too,
answered questions with broad, sweeping, but logical
and convincing answers.
And finally, the seeming focal point of the entire mess, Mr. Vickery, who is perennially typified by
the utmost in sincerity and dedication, testified as sincerely and accurately as possible—refusing to be the
"fall-guy" for the plaintiff and coming through like
a champ.
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Autumn In Dixie
Oh, the smell of it—of body warm rain on November
leaves.
It seeps through into the soul in the same way it passes
into the breast of the earth;
Slowly, steadily, rhythmically penetrating through the
nostrils
And singing its way with pulsating drum beat into the
ears.
And all the earth is covered by a gray blanket and on
the ground are the brown, fallen leaves.
There are red berries on the dogwood tree and scattering, jumping seeds in the field corner.
The rain rests in puddles in the valleys of the leaves
and a sqiyrrel laps its tongue in the mist.
Silently, the Frost crept across the mountains last week
and left its trail of brown and raggled grass.
Through the rain, the cedars tall dark sentinel at the
springhouse door.
Come, dance, the feast of autumn with the rain on the
forest floor.
Step lively, for its a pardner that has the energy of
eternity in its blood.
Feel between your toes the good red clay still warm
from summer's meandering days:
Dance to the melody of the cardinal that has for winter
come.
Come to my red and orange spirited fire and watch its
tongues speak their secrets of the hearth.
Shake from thy hair the beads of mist and wipe the
rain drops from thy fingertips.
Hear the rain peppering on my good and sheltering
roof.
Come, come, into my dark morning parlor and sit and
rub the blood of Shiloh from thy feet.
Some say to you that autumn is the goddess of defeat
and pain, but how can such a gentle maiden bring
misery?
A dark and brown form coming in the white mist of
rain brings deep rest and washes the soul with her
woman smell.
So walk on cushioned feet through the forest and up
the old carriage road past the spring house in decay
And sit with me in my velvet chair before the fire, and
remember what you are and how you are and be
proud.
The time of man is eternal and also his fireside dreams.
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Courtroom
Sketchbook

By ZAUN B. GRANT
Editorial Columnist
The much heralded Gantt trial,
filled as it was with tedious repetition, obvious farce and feigned tension, would, at best, make
a third rate soap opera. One must
concede, though, that the Dramatist Personae, cast in their natural roles, would do justice to an
updated version of a William
Faulkner type screen play.
For instance, take the plot of
our little Southern drama:
A young, low-country Negro —
epitomizing the "New Southern
Negro" — attempts to gain entrance to an all white Southern
college — a rah rah college with
a strong football team. He resorts

WHO SAID THAT HORIZONTAL LABS WERE NEW?

Chemists Make Fine Neighbors
less nights. It was the writer's
great fortune (or so he thought)
to be blessed with a couple of
chemistry majors in close proximity to the cubicle which he
fondly calls home. After all, who
could possibly be a better neighbor than a chemistry major? It
is a wellknown fact that the
chemistry department gives its
charges a lab every afternoon,
so they would be no trouble then.
Now chemistry is no easy subject, so I reasoned that my neighbors would be studying all night
and thus would be quiet and
peaceful, if not gregarious,
neighbors at all times.
And so it was, at least for a
couple of weeks. Eventually the
situation was to change radically. The constant lab work and
studying must have wrought a
radical change in the philosophy
of my good neighbors, for they
began to become jealous and to
use the powers which they pos-

Words From A Struggle

Christians Must Come Alive

Horizontal Lab 501 (0,oo

By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Feature Writer
It takes firsthand experience
to really appreciate the dormitories in which we live (circa B714.) The ultra-modern decor,
the tastefully matched blinds
and walls, the spaciousness, and
.above all the vast silence (as of
a cathedral) must be experienced and lived with on a day to
day basis to be appreciated fully. Extra-special care must have
been taken in soundproofing
these modern miracles of luxury, for chance would never
have allowed a disturbance three
doors away to come through two
rooms and three walls with such
undiminished clarity and fidelity.
There is a way to peace and
quiet, however; and this way is
through a judicious choice of
neighbors. This is the first law
of survival at Clemson: Be nice
to your neighbors, for otherwise
they may cause you many sleep-
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sessed for evil means.
They
started playing ruthless pranks
on their innocent neighbors
when, late at night, we were
sound asleep in our beds and
they were still up writing lab reports. They began to flex their
alchemic muscles with a new
feeling of power.
Now if there is one breed
which has power and knows it,
it is the chemistry major. The
worst an engineer can do to you
is beat you with his slide rule;
textile majors may throw bobbins at you; English majors
might lambast you with words;
but the chemistry major — this
(Continued on page 6)

to litigation after his initial attempts are thwarted by what is
referred to as fine points in admission policy."

Now for the trial which is held
in a Federal courtroom located
in a wide-awake, new-south type
town deep in the life-sustaining
textile region:
The courtroom begins to fill up
a full hour before the scheduled
starting time—mainly with Negroes who first fill the back
benches in a noticeable self-imposed segregated manner.
A sprinkling of white folk are
in evidence; the most obvious is
an elderly white man intently sharpening a pen knife on a
small whetstone. He stops momentarily to add a few drops of saliva to the rock. Next to him sits
a white man who looks to be in
his early thirties, unshaven, wearing a dirty pair of kaki's and a
multi-colored shirt which is rolled up over his forearms revealing a variety of tatooes.
The trial officially begins when
the 77-year-old presiding judge
enters. The judge is a most venerable—and crusty—member of
his profession with 52 years of experience chalked up to his credit.
He rules his courtroom as if FDR,
upon appointing him, had included a charter of divine right. He
appears alternately bored and impatient, then, interested and inquisitive.
The plaintiff is represented by
a battery of lawyers headed by
an articulate, impeccably dressed Negro attorney and a stately
Negro woman from the North who
speaks in a chilling, throaty
monotone. It is noted that the
sepia-colored Portia probably will
be distinguished by history as a
"Samsoniter" because she packed her clothes in Samsonite luggage and came South at a propitious time.
The defense, or the college, is represented by a staid,
reputable law firm with a father-son team as the chief
attorneys; a father-son team, but
yet no other similarity to the popular "The Defenders."
The trial wears on; the young
Negro plaintiff yawns; the defense yawns; the spectators yawn.
To the stand comes the president
of the college. He, too, epitomizes
the "new south"; he is a vigorous administrator who came to
the state - supported college
straight out of the hierarchy of
the textile world only six years
before. He defends.
A comic interlude comes when
the old political boss of the state
takes the stand. Everyone puts
on his best smile of obsequiousness and attentively listens as the
old political boss looses his rambling testimony into a portable
amplifier. Smiling, the old
(Continued on page 6)

As free, white, Anglo-Saxon,
Christian citizens of the most
bountifully blessed nation in existence today, we have access to opportunities of education that no
other people on the face of the
earth have. The United States
has grown by leaps and bounds,
achieving what were dreams ten
years ago and unthought of accomplishments twenty years ago.
Opportunities are ours that our
parents could not conceive of.
With these opportunities, advanced technology, increased travel,
and closer social contact, we are
supposed to be intelligent, young
adults.
We approached our college
campus with intent desires to explore the vast store of man's
accumulated and recorded knowledge. Bacon's empirical methods
became our own. We employed
inductive and deductive reasoning
and discursive reasoning. Our
time, money, and efforts have
been spent to prepare us as individuals to begin understanding
the world about us and to prepare us to make a livelihood in
that world.
Do we believe accepted modern
science? Do we admit the validity of modern psychology? Do we
acknowledge proven anthropology? Do' we accept modern biology and physiology? As dedicated
students we do. With all this a
question comes to mind. Have we
expanded our scientific knowledge
and neglected to grow in the
Christian faith? Are our minds
still in the Junior department in
Sunday School?
In God's Image
May I bring this down to a
personal level? With our brilliant
educations, do we know that the
Negro is a human being? Do we
know that he has emotional and
social motives, not unlike our
own? Do we admit that he is no
closer to the ape than we are,
but in fact a little further evolutionarily developed in some respects than the Caucasoid? Do
we admit that the Negro is
made in the image of God?
To some this line of thought
seems a little absurd. But it was
commonly accepted in our section of the country only a hun-

Notice
The traffic bureau has announced that the areas behind
the curb painted white behind
the Physics Building and the
curb painted white west of the
Architecture Building have
been posted as unrestricted.

dred years ago that the Negro
was sub-human and did not have
a soul. The Helenistic concept
of paternal behavior toward Negroes dominated the thinking of
that time. Unfortunately, believe
it or not, these ideas are still
adhered to by some. Witness the
actions of the Ku Klux Klan and
the White Citizens'
Councils.
These organizations and people
debase the worth of human beings and the dignity of mankind.
The federal government has
been working over the past one
hundred years to correct the inhumanities to man that existed
in this country. We have seen
voting rights increased, property
ownership privileges granted, and
education increased. Today we
have a federal order to equalize
federal housing. Labor bias has
been challenged. The Supreme
Court declared "separate but
equal" a false doctrine. (As Christians we know this to be true,
for in Christ there is only oneness.) Whether or not we agree
with methods used, we must admit, ethically, morally, and on
Christian conviction, that school
desegregation is right. To separate ourselves from our fellowman is to deny ourselves the opportunities of becoming full persons. It denies revelation by the
Holy Spirit through our fellowman.
Christians, Act
As Christians we are not called to sit idly by and accept what
comes our way. We are not to
accept
desegregation on the
grounds that it is inevitable, that
social evolution and legislation
guarantee it occurence. As followers of Christ we are called to
witness, to act.
As mature Christians we must
be informed. We must recognize
the social conditions of the past,
recognize their influence on the
thinking of today, recognize the
good and bad effects, and be willing to act to correct where we
have fallen short. We must come
to realize that this country does
not have a Negro problem, but
that it is our problem. God is
Father of all. God is Lord of all.
We are brothers in Christ. We
can not complacently sit by, waiting for the Negro to achieve our
standard of living and education,
and then accept him.
To work with the Negro, to
open our schools, to share in the
journey of life may, in some degree, be detrimental to our comfortable condition. This is not
denied. Maybe sacrifice is necessary. I believe it is. Can we as
Christians do less?
Guidance Lost
For too long the Church has
followed. She has failed to meet

Old Grind Begins Again
By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
Well, I'm on my way back from
this glorious Thanksgiving holiday. It doesn't seem like it lasted
more than a day. Those three
days before the holidays seemed
to last forever. It's really hard to
understand how three days seem
longer than four.
Right now I'm drawing nearer
and nearer to my dear institution
of learning with a head full of
aches, stomach full of alcohol and
bromo seltzer, and ideas of things
I did over the holidays. About the
only thing I remember is getting
home and then going back to
Clemson for some barbeque chicken and scrambled eggs on Saturday. Everything else is a blur.
Uh, Oh! As the landmarks become more familiar, I am beginning to remember a few things I
wish I could forget. Those joyous
Monday morning quizzes are really going to be great? That's what
I like about my professors —they

are so understanding. They realize that I need to get back into
the swing of things and the best
way for things to seem the same
is my flunking a quiz.
It's really nice of them, though.
I understand what they are doing.
They don't want me to be homesick or to worry about my being
shafted this week-end. They are
going to take my mind off these
things with the quizes tomorrow.
That really touches me! All my
dear ole profs trying to help me
out (out of school). They are really a swell bunch of guys.
This was a terrific week-end,
though. I got a little high Monday
night, a little higher Tuesday
night, and the highest Friday
night. Saturday, I went to the
game. What a game it was too! I
don't remember who won, but it
was a good game anyway. I know
Clemson won, though. I saw
Hynes make catsup out of Gibson, and Chuy make gum out of
Moss.
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the demands of a changing society. Perhaps she has followed too
long to ever again be the moving
force of the living Spirit. Last
year, a Roman Catholic priest,
when the Atlanta schools were
desegregated, said that he was
thankful to the state and city
governments for making it possible for the church to move in
that area. Unfortunately, this
waiting attitude dominates the
congregations of today.
The Church can not jump into
the limelight now and claim
what humanitarians and legislation have accomplished to be its
own. It could start accepting the
challenge to live the Christian
Faith in all facets of life. The
Christian Faith has been, for the
most part, a nice little game we
play every Sunday morning. We
speak of Jesus Christ as if he
were some fairy who had never
lived and Santa Claus as if he
were a 5' 6", 250 lbs. man who
never really lived at the North
Pole* and distributed gifts every
Christmas. 11:00 a.m. Sundays is
the most segregated hour in this
country, the one hour most logically in Christian thought that we
would be seated beside our brothers, no matter what the color
of his skin, and worshipping the
one true God.
Christ's Demand
We read and give lip service to
Paul's statement that in Christ
there is no Jew nor Greek, black
nor white. We read that we are
to love God with our whole soul,
mind, body, and spirit. We are
commanded to love our neighbor.
Who is our neighbor? Shall we
use Christ's definition or our
home-made one?
Encouragement comes in the
fact that our student groups do
not dwell on issues of petty morals as have certain associations
within our general conventions on
certain occasions. We have had
the courage to face the social,
economic, political, and religious

challenges of our time. Will this
courage remain in our personal
lives when we leave our campus?
My prayer is that it will. In
meeting the challenges that arise
with the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, no matter who or what
defies us, we, as Christians, can
do no less than to say with Martin Luther: Here we stand. We
can do no other. God have
mercy on our souls.
What can we do? With much
prayer we must witness; this implies action and static existence,
where we are and when we are, to
the revelation that is ours in
Christ Jesus. We must be dedicated to his service, searching,
studying, and accepting God's
revelation for the true revelation,
not the Anti-Christ. We must witness to our fellow students, not
in attitude of superiority, but in
one of love and understanding.
Our administrations need support and witness. We must witness in love to our homes, our
home churches, and denominational leaders. We do not seek
to rebuke, only to communicate
in the journey of salvation.
As Christians we are not called to bear a cross only when it
benefits us, but at all times in
all phases of life. Furman students and faculty took a positive
and praise-worthy stand last year
on the issue of admitting all students regardless of race, color, or
creed. Perhaps some students desire to take some action in this
direction. Perhaps some students
would desire to become involved
in this problem of human relations—our problem — forming
friendships, and sharing the love
Of Christ beyond man-made barriers.
Are we not all made by God?
Is he not Father and Lord of
all? As brothers in Christ, are
we not to love one another?
"In all thy ways acknowledge
him, and he shall direct our
paths."

QnGanqns M&Shulman
Mbh

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

HAPPY TALK
As we all know, conversation is terribly important on a date.
When lulls in the conversation run longer than an hour or two,
one's partner is inclined to grow logy—even sullen. But occasionally one finds it difficult to keep the talk going, especially
when one is having a first date with one. What, then, does one do?
If one is wise, one follows the brilliant example of Harlow
Thurlow.
Harlow Thurlow prepares. That is his simple secret. When
Harlow is going to take out a new girl, he makes sure in advance
that the conversation will not languish. Before the date, he
goes to the library and reads all 24 volumes of the encyclopedia
and transcribes their contents on his cuffs. Thus he makes sure
that no matter what his date's interests are, he will have ample
material to keep the conversation alive.
Take, for example, Harlow's first date with Priscilla de
Gasser, a fine, strapping, blue-eyed broth of a girl, lavishly
constructed and rosy as the dawn.
Harlow was, as always, prepared when he called for Priscilla,
and, as always, he did not start to converse immediately. First
he took her to dinner because, as everyone knows, it is useless
to try to make conversation with an unfed coed. Her attention
span is negligible. Also, her stomach rumbles so loud it is difficult to make yourself heard.

W WC^^kwh/'
So he took her to a fine steak house where he stoked her with
gobbets of Black Angus and mounds of French fries and thickets of escarole and battalions of petit fours. Then, at last,
dinner was over and the waiter brought two finger bowls.
"I hop you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said Harlow,
dipping into his finger bowl.
"Oh, it was grandy-dandy!" said Priscilla. "Now let's go
someplace for ribs."
"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I thought
we might have a conversation."
"Oh, goody, goody, two-shoes!" cried Priscilla. "I been
looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on a intelligent
conversation."
"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow, and pulled
back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a likely topic to
start the conversation.
Oh, woe! Oh, lackaday! Those cuffs on which Harlow h^d
painstakingly transcribed so many facts—those cuffs on which
he had noted such diverse and fascinating information—those
cuffs, I say, Were nothing now but a big, blue blur! For Harlow
—poor Harlow!—splashing around in the finger bowl, had gotten
his cuffs wet and the ink had run and not'one word was legible!
And Harlow—poor Harlow!—looked upon his cuffs and broke
out in a night sweat and fell dumb.
"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours, "that
you are a very dull fellow. I'm leaving."
With that she flounced away and poor Harlow was too
crushed- to protest. Sadly he sat and sadly fit a cigarette.
All of a sudden Priscilla came rushing back. "Was that," she
asked, "a Marlboro you just lit?"
"Yes," said Harlow.
"Then you are not a dull fellow," she cried, and sprang into
his lap. "You are bright! Anybody is bright to smoke such a
perfect joy of a cigarette as Marlboro which is just chock full
of yummy flavor, which has a Selectrate filter which comes in a
soft pack that is really soft, and a Flip-Top Box that really flips,
and which can be bought wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty
states and Dututh . . . Harlow, tiger, wash your cuffs and
be my love."
I 1963 Max ShulmM
"Okay," said Harlow, and did, and was.
The makers of Marlboro cigarettes, who print this column
at hideous expense throughout the school year, are very
happy for Barlow—and for all the rest of you who have dis*
covered the pleasures of Marlboro.
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Tigers Ease Past Birds On Field Goal
Rodgers Kicks Two Field Goals
As Tigers Win In Second Half
24 yard attempt and Clemson led
By FRED CRAFT
as the first quarter ended 10-7.
Tiger Sports Writer
But the Gamecocks were not
For the second time in history,
the Chickens from Columbia visit- going to play dead and put on
ed Death Valley and were pluck- a big push which carried to
ed by a spirited Tiger team. Clemson's 20. The Tigers got
Clemson, reeling off its fourth vic- tough and Finley again came in
tory in a row, were hard pressed and booted a 36 yard field. The
by the Gamecocks and had to call scales were again balanced 10upon Rodney, "The Toe", Rogers 10. It was now obvious that the
to finish the pheasants 20-17 with game would be a real cliffhanger.
1:42 left in the game.
It was one of the greatest foot- Things again began to look bad
ball games ever witnessed in for the Tigers as USC, behind the
Death Valley or even the state, running of fullback, Pete Diapeand an extremely clean game nee, movel 80 yards just before
both on the field and in the the end of the first half. Reeves
stands. 45,000 plus fans saw the carried the ball over from the
see-saw contest and got their six and Finley converted to make
money's worth as the game was in it Carolina 17- Clemson 10 at the
douti until Clemson swarmed un- half.
der Dan Reeves, Carolina's fine On the opening kickoff in the
soph quarterback, deep inside second half, Mack Mathews fumClemson territory with only sec- bled and Carolina looked like it
was going to break the game wide
onds remaining.
Clemson got the first break as open. On third down Reeves flipa jittery Carolina backfield ped a pass to Anderson in the end
fumbled the ball on the first zone, but Carolina's center was
two plays, but managed to re- downfield and USC drew a fifteen
cover both. Backed up deep in- yar'I penalty. Here Carolina was
side their territory, as a result given an extra down as the offiof the fumbles, Carolina puntted. The ball hit a Carolina
lineman and was rolling around
when Ted Bunton, Clemson's
Johnny-on-the-spot, raced
downfield, picked up the ball
in the middle of three Carolina players and streaked toBy GARY BOLEY
ward the goal. Nobody knew
Tiger Sports Writer
what was happening, but fin"I talked with Press (Maraally Carolina punter, Jack McCathern, pulled Bunton down vich; the other day, and he said
North Carolina State was going
on the USC 15. As a result to have a pretty good team this
of Bunton's alertness, the
year," said Clemson's basketball
Tigers had an excellent scoring coach Bobby Roberts. "I watchopportunity. Charlie Dumas took ed them in their freshman-varsthe ball over from the two, Rog- ity game, and they looked real
ers converted and Clemson led good."
7-0 with only four minutes gone.
Just last summer Roberts was
The Gamecocks came roaring presented a gift in the form of
back after receiving the kickoff what could be a top-ranked basand in only six plays covered 66 ketball team. He took charge of
yards. The scoring play came on the team, made almost entirely of
a beautifully executed 44 scoring juniors. It is a team which acpass from Reeves to Anderson as tually belongs to him since he
the Clemson defenders let little took them as freshmen and folSammy slip by, concentrating too lowed them to the second place
much on the big man — Billy in the ACC Tournament lsst year.
Gambrell. Dean Finley kicked the
A Long Hard Road
extra point and the score was 7-7. He is now faced with a new
Clemson now put on fireworks season, a year in which he might
of its own as the Tigers marched complete his trip to the top of
from their own 28 to the Carolina the ranks. "There's a long hard
eight on sheer ground power. The road to be traveled," admitted
Roosters held and Rogers came in Roberts as the first step is just
to boot his sixth field goal for the about to be taken. "We're hoping
year (an ACC record). It was a for our best season, and I'm sure

cials failed to take a down away.
The next pass fell Incomplete and
Carolina punted into the end zone
to end the threat.
Clemson's defense was extremely tough
limited the
Gamecocks to two yards rushing
and 31 yards passing in the second half. Even ace halfback,
Gambrell, was limited to only
three yards for the entire game.
With the running of Davis, Lam,
and Parker, Clemson controlled
the second half except for the
last minute.
With eight minutes left in the
third quarter, Clemson again began to move. Another break, this
time a fumble by Parker rolled
past two Gamecocks and out of
bounds for an eight yard gain,
was needed to keep the drive going. The 76 yard drive in 13 plays
ended with a tricky lateral off a
keeper by Parker to Elmo Lam
for a 14 TD play. The score now
read 17-17 and the excitement
mounted.
Each team traded punts and
neither generated much of a drive

until Clemson took over midways
of the fourth quarter. This time
Anderson's unit behind the running of Davis and blocking of Billy
Ward moved inside the Carolina
15. The Clemson spotters in the
press box now ordered Parker in
and again he lateraled to Lam to
give the Tigers a first down inside the five. Carolina held and
Coach Howard sent "The Toe" in
and Rogers booted a 24 yarder to
put the Tigers ahead for good 2017.
On the kickoff with less than
1:30 left, Gambrell gave the Carolina fans a thrill and heart attacks to Clemson supporters as he
scampered 49 yards before being
pulled down. With time running
out Reeves hit Gambrell at the
Clemson 20. The Tigers stiffened
and on fourth down Carolina
elected to go for the win instead
of the tie and Reeves was tackled
for a 13 yard loss and Clemson
ran the clock out for their second
win in a row over the Gamecocks
in Death Valley. It was a sweet,
sweet win and it'll be a real short
winter for Coach Howard.

Basketballers Entertain N. C. State Here Monday;
Tigers Look For Win In Opener Against ACC Foe

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1 885"

it's going to be an interesting
team to watch."
There are those who believe
the Tigers have some of the best
material, and in 9 Pre-season polls
for the AC All-Conference basketball team is the name Jim
Brennan. "I saw where they have
Jim on the pre-season poll," said
Roberts, "but that's not important. The thing we want to do is
to have a couple of names on the
post-season poll."
The Greatest Problem
"I guess if we were going to
point out anything as being our
weakest it would have to be our
defense as a whole. If we ask
for anything I guess we could
ask for a better team defense,"
said Roberts of his greatest problem.
When speaking of the all-conference prospects, Roberts may
have been thinking of the guard
combination of Choppy Patterson
and Brennan. Roberts pointed out
these two as looking real good in
the backcourt.
Mike Bohonak and Woody Morgan are likely starters at the forward position and Donnie Mahaffey at center. Gary Brunisky and
Larry Seitz are letter winning
forwards to return to the court as
well as center Manning Privette.
Dependable guards are Nick Milasnovich, Richard Hall and Chuck
Narvin. Sophomore Rudy Anton-

cic is making his bid for a key
role at the forward position.
State Looks Good
"They may have the best guard
combination in the South," said
Roberts as he continued to speak
of the up-coming N.C. State
game. "They have a boy named
John Keys who looked real
good," continued Roberts. "All together they have four senior lettermen on the starting team."
The entire starting line-up for
last year's Tigers has returned
to the court with the addition of
Patterson. This gives the Tigers
the hope of being one of the best
Clemson teams. The Tigers have
not turned out a winning season
since the 1951-52 season, but came
close with a 12-15 record last
year.
"We're Ready ..."
"I'm real happy with the way
they have come along," added
Roberts. "They've done a good
job, and I think we're going to
be ready to play by Monday."
Monday night in the Clemson
College Field House is the night.
The time when the Tigers take
the court in the opening game in
the season. The game gets underway at 8 p.m. "We're not going
to make any guesses of how the
team will do in terms of wonloss, but we're hoping for a real
good year," concluded Roberts.

Tiger Captain Choppy Patterson

By TOM RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor
For the second week in a row, Clemson coach Frank
Howard was oh the winning end of a very close, verysatisfying victory. Also, for the second week in a row,
a field goal by Rodney Rodgers was the deciding factor
in who won or lost the game. However, against South
Carolina last Saturday, like against Maryland the pre-. .
vious Saturday, it was Clemson's depth that finally
won the ball game. In both games, Clemson was behind at half time, only to hold its foes scoreless during
the last half in order to rack up the victory. The depth
that Clemson had began to tell the tale during the second half as the Tigers went on two long goalward
marches. The first resulted in the tying touchdown, '
while the second resulted in the winning field goal.
On nearly every play during the long march to get the.
field goal, Don Chuy and Oscar Thorsland were driving
Carolina's tackle Jim Moss out of the hole where Hal
Davis and Charlie Dumas were scampering through.
Then with third and nine at the Carolina 14, Clemson '
Choppy Patterson, the six foot senior guard from Piedmont sent Parker through the line on a new option play that
returns to the Clemson starting lineup after a year's absence.
the Tigers had put in for this game. He got through
Patterson has been named team captain for this season.
the line, and then lateralled to Lam for the all-important first? down at the Gamecock 6. Here Rodgers
kicked hi? game winning afield goal, and the second.
Death Valley classic between the two state powers was
history.
By FRED CLEAVES
State Continues "Poor Mouthing"
Tiger Sports Writer
I noticed that The State paper came out with its
"Attention all teams with the A.C.C. and anyone
usual "gripe and excuses" column on the Monday after,else who has one Clemson team on their basketball the game. As usual, the field was too wet for the
schedule. Be on the lookout for one Larry R. Patter- speedy, shifty Bill Gambrell. (Gambrell picked up 3
son, alias "Choppy." Hometown is Piedmont, South yards in 8 carries.)
Of course the referees were
Carolina. Height is five feet, eleven inches. Hair is against the poor Gamecocks. (Seems Carolina does <
brown in color.
not know that a punt is not dead until a whistle is'
Choppy, who bohunked last
year because of injuries received and Wake Forest to give Duke a blown.) Then finally the traffic situation caused a
in an automobile accident, will battle for the title.
good deal of frustration to the Carolina team and the
be appearing on the court for
students. (Could this have been the cause of the South
In
all
seriousness,
Choppy's
his senior year's eligibility. He
Carolina defense giving up during the winning Clem- '
presence
on
the
court
this
winhas been linked with the well
known All Atlantic Coast Confer- ter will certainly be welcomed by son drive?) All of this was brought out by a State
ence Five—a group as famed as the student body. He is one of the writer, who did not even come to the game. Then also,
the Royal Flush Five in the
of course the Tigers were criticized for their grinding
Fifty-Two gang from Dick Tracy most respected students upon the
campus. Choppy will never be ground game. And finally The State complained of
land.
seen arguing with a referee about Clemson having two good teams, instead of just one.,
His credentials include over a
16 point average his spphomore a call during a game. And you It seems to criticize anything the Tigers do in order to
can always be sure he is hustling
year and better than 19 points a
when he is playing, on defense win a ball game.
game in his junior season. He is
After the game Coach Frank Howard said that he
and offense. The scraper showed
highly dangerous. Patterson dewhat
kind
of
heart
he
has
when
was
already looking forward to the opening game with
monstrated this by scoring 39 he even showed up to play this
Oklahoma
next year. He thinks that the Tigers will,
points, a good half of Clemson's
year. Many believed he wouldn't
total, against the Citadel's Bullreally
have
a good season next year, because of the
ever play again after his accidog gang as he completely wreckdent; but many hours of hard good job that the sophomores did this year. Of course
ed the quintet from the other side
work have him back in uniform he will have to replace his first string ends and tackles,
of the state.
this season. He certainly will
Choppy has been known to represent Clemson well in basket- and his quarterback. In Coleman Glaze and Oscar
harass opponent's zones with a ball, off the court as well as on. Thorsland, Howard will lose two of the finest defensive,
soft overhead set shot which de- With his good sportsmanship and ends that he has had in many a moon. The tackles,
ceives by appearing to be a pass. past performances, he ought to
He also breaks open man-to-man be one of our best captains ever Dave Hyne and Don Chuy, were two real fine players,
who led the Tigers in the line all year. In the backdefenses with a fast easy going He deserves it.
drive and quick jumpers.
field, Joe Anderson and Elmo Lam, who had good
Patterson can be found spendgames in the winning effort over South Carolina will
ing most of his time on his Arts
also be hard to replace. Rodney Rodgers and Eddie
and Sciences courses. He became
Werntz,
the two kicking specialists, will also be greatly
a member of the Feared Clemson Cinderella Cagers because,
missed. They both had fine seasons, as Werntz led the
in his words, "I decided my senior
The undefeated Clemson College ACC in punting, and Rodgers set an ACC record for I
year I wanted to go to school
Bifle Team will be host in a 3- most field goals.
•
within the state on a basketball

Guard Choppy Patterson
ill Lead Basketballers

Clemson Riflemen
Host 3-Way Meet

scholarship." The Clemson Syndicate was happy to have Choppy
in the organization.
Choppy is highly suspected of
being team captain. He says of
the Clemson team, "This is the
best team we've had since I've
been here. All the boys who were
sophomores last year have had a
year's experience which should
-improve us." He warned however, "All the other teams are
strong and have more experience
than they did last year except for
South Carolina."
Patterson feels that four or five
teams will be battling for the
top spot in March. He rates, besides Clemson, U.N.C., N. C. State,

Flavor! Full flavor in a filter cigarette.
That's why Winston is America's best-selling
filter cigarette! Next time, smoke Winston.

way, 6-man, shoulder-to-shoulder
match here at 1 p.m. Friday, November 30. The teams firing
against Clemson will be Furman
and Wofford. The Furman Rifle
Team took first place in the Western Carolina Conference last
year with Clemson coming in second. However, the Tiger Riflemen
have eyes for the first place trophy this year.
The following morning, the 1st
of December, at 10 a.m., Gordon
Military College will compete
against the Tiger "deadeyes."
The match will consist of 10 men
for each team firing for a team
total of 1,500 points. Spectators
are invited to attend both matches.

L.C. Martin

Basketball Team Looks Ready
As most of the regular season football is over tomorrow, the thoughts next turn to basketball. Many
people think that this is the year for the Tigers to roar.
Clemson has just about the same team back that went
to the ACC finals last year. A couple of exceptions are
high scoring guard Choppy Patterson and a new head' 'j
coach, Bobby Roberts. These two are expected to
make Clemson an even more exciting bunch than the
sophomore-laden group that they had last year. Patterson is known for his scoring and playmaking ability,
and Coach Roberts is expected to employ a shoot and
run offense. He certainly has the shooters and rebounders to be able to play this type of ball. His
freshman teams have always played this type of ball, ,|
and it should carry over to his varsity. It will be in-,
teresting to note when the N. C. State Wolfpack moves
in here Monday night, whether Coach Maravich took
his towel chewing habit with him, and maybe even
gave it to Coach Everette Case.
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DRUG COMPANY
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Game Features Rugged Play, But Parker Options Move Tigers

Into Field Goal Range. Then Tigers Stop Carolina And A Happy Howard Meets Bass.

Freshman Roundballers
CLEMSON, S. C. Look For Good Season

1962-63 Clemson Basketball Schedule
Dec. 3—N. C. State
. Dec. 5—North Carolina
Dec. 8—Georgia

Chapel Hill, N. C.

-

Athens, Ga.

Dec. 13—Duke

CLEMSON, S. C.

Dec. 15—Creighton U.
Dec. 17—Iowa U.

.

Omaha, Nebraska
_ Iowa City, Iowa

By JIM GAUSS
Tiger Sports Writer
As freshmen basketball coach,
George Krajack, awaits his first
season in his first coaching job
with much anxiety and anticipation, his 13-member squad Is feverishly and diligently going
through hard days of practice in
preparation for the coming season.
'
Out of the 30 boys who partici-

Dec. 28—Poinsettia Classic
Greenville, S. C. pated in the tryouts, only 13 reClemson, Furman, Army, and Vanderbilt main —5 who are on full scholDec. 29—Poinsettia Classic

Greenville, S. C.

Jan. 3—Georgia

CLEMSON, S. C.

Jan. 5—Wake Forest

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Jan. 8—Furman

Greenville, S. C.

Jan. 12—Duke

Durham, N. C.

Jan. 14—The Citadel

CLEMSON, S. C.

Jan. 26—Furman

CLEMSON, S. C.

Jan. 28—V.M.I.

__ Lexington, Va.

Feb. 2—Wake Forest

CLEMSON, S. C.

Feb. 5—South Carolina

CLEMSON, S. C.

Feb. 8—Virginia

CLEMSON, S. C.

arship.
Coach Krajack admits he will
not hesitate to use anyone of his
team members; for he believes
that the players chosen from the
student body are the best a
freshmen basketball team at
Clemson has ever had.
Although at the present his
tentative starting lineup rests
in the hands of Buddy Benedict, Tom Corcoran, Gary
Helms, Ken Gardner, and Mike
Grissett, Krajack expects Alex
Brannon, Joe Burgess, Jack
Federline,
Jamie
Gaillard,
Sam Thompson, Hayes Cone,
and especially Ed Lewis, Earnie Stallworth, and football
transfer Vic Cuda to keep constant pressure on this starting
team. Coach Krajack believes
that every one of these boys is
a potential starter, and a potential varsity player.
In compiling the possible start-

Feb. 9—Maryland

. CLEMSON, S. C. ing five; small, but speedy (5'-

Feb. 15—N. C. State

_ Charlotte, N. C. be the spark plug to watch. Bud-

Feb. 16—North Carolina

_ Charlotte, N. C.

Feb. 19—South Carolina

_ Columbia, S. C.

Feb. 22—Virginia

Charlottesville, Va.

8") Buddy Benedict appears to

,

Feb. 23—Maryland

_ College Park, Md.

Feb. 28—ACC Tournament

Raleigh, N. C.

March 1—ACC Tournament

Raleigh, N. C.

March 2—ACC Tournament

Raleigh, N. C.

dy hails from Duquesne, Pa.,
and is a good shooter and playmaker with fine defensive ability and all-around know-how.
He will team up with the two
best selections from South Carolina in Tom Corcoran and Gary
Helms. The 6'4" Helms comes
from Pelzer, where he was his
high school's MVP for the last
three years. Corcoran, who is also 6'4", comes to Clemson from
North Charleston, where he was
MVP for the last two years. In
his Senior year he was also elected the MVP in the South Carolina All-Star game.
In rounding out the tentative
team we have 6'5" Ken Gard-

ner from Collingswood, N. J.
and 6'5" Mike Grissett from
Pensacola, Fla. Hard-working
Gardner, who was all Group
IV in New Jersey (Same as all
AAA in S. C.) shows great improvement since coming to
Clemson. He and Grissett
should make a fine rebounding
duo.
Add to the above five the eight
boys who are not on scholarships, and Coach Krajack feels
his squad will hold their own
against any of their opponents,
and he plans to compensate
for the lack of good heighth with
a fast moving game in which
good hustle will be essential
along with controlled fast breaking and good defensive play.
With this in mind and the first
game jitters knocked out in the
clash with the varsity, this year's
team as in the past two years,
should prove to be an exciting
and successful team.
All home freshmen games
are preliminary to the varsity
contests and start at 6 P. M.
The student body as a whole
is needed to support these
freshmen as it has in the past
by its attendance at these
games.

OH, given time a short-necked man with a heavy beard could pill any oxford
cloth, they're* that soft. But until just recently even Little Lord Fauntleroy
could have pilled a DACRON/cotton oxford cloth shirt with one curl tied behind
him. Which is why we didn't put out any of them. * Sure you know what pilled
means; it's when the fabric gets roughed up into little pills. * Well, Du Pont has
a brand new type DACRON that resists pilling. It came out about a year ago, but
we waited until Greenwood Mills, the weavers who make our cotton oxfords
produced a DACRON/cotton oxford they were proud of; a really luxuriant lofted
oxford. And that brings us up to now. We are making Eagle Shirts of this new
material in both a Tabsnap®collar and a button-down collar. At about $8.50.

Attention
High Schoolers
The Block "C" Club announces that after December
3, all high school letters or
emblems will be ripped from
the wearer. It has been a
custom that only Block "C"
letters are worn on campus
and this tradition will not be
broken.
Bob Benson, club president, announces also that
only writing or irremoveable
stitching in the sweater or
jackets will be allowed. If the
emblem, award, or letter can
come off, it had better be
removed. Remember Dec. 3 Is
the day. If you don't believe
the Block "C" members will
rip the sweaters or jackets
off, just try them!

Sammeth Drug Company

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.

WALGREEN AGENCY

105 E. Whitner St.
Phone CAnal 4-0707
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
A DACRON/'COTTON OXFORD
THAT WILL NOT PILL!

* Tabsnaps, you may recall, are Eagle tab collars that need no collar buttons.
Our button-down collars also have a property highly prized by the toney
cognoscenti**: a sort of sloppy bulge. We used to call this "flare" until we noticed
everybody else was too. Besides, it really isn't a flare, it's a sloppy bulge, but it's
ours and we like it. * So if you want a drip-dry oxford shirt that won't pill
perhaps you'd better drop a note to Miss Afflerbach (she says forget the footnote)
and ask her where in your town you can find Eagle Shirts. This is because many
fine stores prefer to put their own labels in our shirts; very flattering, but tough
on Eagle eyed shoppers. Write her care of Eagle Shirtmakers, Quakertown, Pa.
'Du Pont's trademark for its polyester fiber. **That wouldn't be a bad name for an Italian fashion consultant. Say, do you
suppose we could get Miss Afflerbach to change her name to Toni Cognoscenti and
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Letters to Tom

Tiger Of Tomorrow

Robert B. Hayes:
Alone You Stand
War Ain't Over
Dear Tom,
I know where to start. I wish
to take issue with Robert B.
Hayes, the war monger who wrote
the odious and erroneous letter
in the last issue of the Tiger. Student Hayes seems to be saying:
"The Civil War ain't over; let's
jump up and down and holler and
scream. Let's fight!" He has probably made a deal with the
Quartermaster to supply arms,
and I hope he is as harmless as
those desexed M-l's.
Hayes suggests that Grant, Dye,
and company, the fine editorial
staff of the Tiger, go north to
study with their black brothers
because they do not want strife
and bloodshed to disrupt the magnanimous functions of Clemson
and to wreck her ever-expanding
reputation and image.
Possibly ain't the way north to
North Carolina, Mr. Hayes? Why
didn't, you say go south, for the
University of Georgia is much
closer that Chapel Hill, and they,
too, after a few days' yelling,
violated your wonderful criterion
for being a Southerner.
I beg Mr. Hayes and any and
all of his cohorts to stop and compare two institutions of higher
learning. A recent issue of a national magazine described the University of North Carolina as ". .
the right place for a man with a
purpose." This same magazine
summed up Ole . Miss as being
"pleasing unintellectual." There
view are generally held by all
with the possible exceptions of
Gen. Walker, Gov. Barnette, and
Robert B. Hayes.
In the test that faces Clemson,
we will probably, see no precedents. Since almost every reaction
has been tried by various schools,
we can look to the past as a guide
to our action.
I do not have to argue that the
policies used at Chapel Hill in
1954 are better for everyone than
the actions at Ole Miss. Maybe,
Mr. Hayes, you would like to have
your back blown off while going
to a Y. M. C. A. double-feature?
Perhaps some students at
Clemson want tents pitched all
over Bowman Field? Or some of
the best professors pulling up
stakes because they want to teach
and do research, not to tolerate
the nonsense of a bunch of bigots coupled with being at an
institution of punctured academic standing?
It's true, Mr. Hayes, as you
pointed out, that our grand fathers fought for the freedom and
equality of all. But why do you
bring this point up in your plea
to suppress the freedom and
equality of individuals who may
be capable of making great contributions to our society?
You were right about one thing
In your letter. We of the South
should fight and fight hard, but
lets's fight for the future and not
for the past, for you and I are
going to be living in the future.
Your plan for the future just
won't work. It's unethical and
Un-American.
William J. Meggs.
64'.

Alumnus
Speaks
Dear Tom,
. . . .Concerning the "Vg" issue, my stand as a recent alumnus follows: If we southerners
feel that we must segregate,
let's concentrate on separating
the "good" from the "bad," the
smart from the ignorant, the
willing from the unwilling, etc.
Reference. . .the flunk-out rate.
Sincerely,
Thomas E. Edwards
BS IM 1961

Tiger Needs
New Columnist
Dear Tom,
I want to thank the Tiger for
printing my letter last week even
though it was two weeks late. It
seems that the only way the conservative voice of the campus can
be heard in the Tiger is through
letters. We conservatives have no
one to represent us on the Tiger's
editorial page. The liberals have
Grant and Dye to represent them.
I know that there are two or
three boys on the Tiger's staff
that in general share my viewpoint, but for some reason they
aren't featured on the editorial
page (sic). I don't think that the
liberals, Grant and Dye, represent
the view point of the whole college; therefore I think one ought
to be taken off the editorial page
and a conservative writer put on.
The college would then have both
sides (conservative and liberal)
represented.
And speaking of liberals — if
they keep tearing down our Constitution and taking away individual freedoms, we may as well
leave college, for an education
won't amount to much in a slave
camp.
Therefore, Tom please put on a
conservative columnist to write in
favor of my side, for the conservatives must win the battle if the
United States is to remain great
and free.
Robert B. Hayes
Class of '63

FORMER

(Continued from page 1)
extension and irrigation techniques.
The three ex-Clemson students
help to make up a Peace Corps
which now has 4000 Volunteers in
training or overseas in 42 nations.
To meet further requests from
these and other countries, the
Peace Corps has planned programs for 1963, which call for an
additional 2600 Volunteers with
training or experience in agriculture.
Among the new projects which
will start training early in 1963,
are another FAO-Peace Corps
project for agricultural engineers
and mechanics to serve in Tunisia; credit unions and farm cooperative projects in Panama and
Colombia; two programs with
rural youth clubs in Guatamala,
and Uruguay; a university teaching project in Venezuela for graduates in agronomy, home economics, marine biology, rural sociology, and vocational agriculture; and an agricultural extension program in India which will
utilize the skills of agronomists,
bee keepers, blacksmiths, citrus
fruit farmers, dairy husbandrymen, food technologists, home
economists, agricultural engineers,
marine biologists, and poultry
specialists. Other projects in Asia,
Africa and Latin America will
start training in the late spring
and early summer months.
Peace Corps Volunteers receive
transportation,
clothing, food,
housing, medical care, insurance
and miscellaneous needs plus a
termination payment of $75 for
each month of service or $1,800
for two years.
Married couples are eligible if
both husband and wife apply and
both offer skills which can be
used on the same project. They
must not have dependents under
18.
For further information on the
Peace Corps or specific projects
contact your college Peace Corps
Liaison, Dr. J. W. Jones, Director Agricultural Teaching, or
your county agent, or write Jim
Gibson, Chief, Division of Agricultural Affairs, Peace Corps,
Washington 25, D.C.

Anyone Have
Any Bottles?
By RICHARD ODIORNE
Tiger News Writer
There were bottle collectors on
the rampage here last Friday
night November 16. Were you one
of the many who helped by giving your bottles?
A group of boys went around

One Sided
By HARRY SUBER
It must be now
But now is gone
And the 'morrow breaks
its dawn.
For now Is then
And always is—
At least we hope
it was.
And what of when?
Is when not now
if now is then?
And now we all
Begin to grin for it
now is then
When is then?

//

Dear Tom,

Student Calls
Letter "Trash"
Dear Tom,
The issue of "The Tiger" containing a letter by Robert Hayes
was a shock to me. I did not
know the paper had to print all
of the trash students decide to
write.
The object in collegiate life is
not to thwart your own progress
nor the progress of the school
with senseless rabble-rousing,
but to further education. Although I am a "dyed-in-the-wool"
southerner and proud of it, Mr.
Hayes' proposals do not apply
very well to this day and age.
Had the Cuban situation been
handled with the type of thoughtless vigor Mr. Hayes recommends, we would most likely
have emerged from the crisis in
a position considerably less favorable. Then too, there is little
comparison between that situation and ours.
The ridiculous comparison between this situation and that faced by our forefathers illustrates
the point that Mr. Hayes is sort
of behind time.
It was with pity and surprise
that I noted Mr. Hayes was a
senior, for I have fervently hoped our seniors were of more
stable character and more nearly capable of somewhat more
logical thought.
Jim Rankin
Class of 64

Sears Scholars Rank High In Nation
College students studying agriculture under the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation's freshman scholarship
program have compiled better
graduation records than the national average and tend to remain
in agriculture-related occupations
after leaving college.
Dr. J. W. Jones, Clemson College director of agricultural teaching, reports these are among the
conclusions reached in a comprehensive, two-year study of some
1,000 Sears scholarship winners
released by the Foundation and
52 cooperating colleges including
Clemson.
At Clemson the percentage of
Sears students graduated ranks
favorably with the national aver-

For Shame'1

I. have been a Clemson College
faculty wife for a little over fourteen years. In all this time,
knowing The Tiger to be a student newspaper for the students,
I have refrained from comment
on any material in it. Now I
must protest Robert B. Hayes'
bigoted, thoughtless letter to you
in the November 16 issue.
I was born and bred a Southerner and have lived in the South
all my life. If I find myself a
little embarrassed by my Southern heritage sometimes lately,
it's because of such intolerant
prattle as that of Mr. Hayes. To
him and all others like him, I
say "For Shame!"
Sincerely,
Rozelle E. Dinwiddie

Friday, November 30, 1962

. mi
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(Photo by Lank)

Officers Elected For
Pre-Veterinary Clul
Clemson students enrolled in
the College's two year Pre-Veterinary Medicine curriculum
have recently organized the PreVeterinary Club of Clemson College.
The new club currently has
thirty-nine members and is under the guidance of Dr. W. C.
Godley, faculty advisor. The officers elected for the following
year are: Jack Wheeler, President; Diney Young, Vice-President; Kristin Watkins, Secretary;
and Pete McCoy, Treasurer.
The chief aim of the organization, as stated in its constitution,
is to promote the academic
knowledge, as well as social activities of those students majoring in Pre-Veterinary Medicine
at Clemson.
Any pre-vet student who does

j not already belong, or any student sincerely interested in the
field of Veterinary Medicine who
may wish to join, should contact
Dr. Godley.
(Editor's Note: The Tiger
staff is sorry that a certain
girl is "afraid" of the Tiger office. An open invitation is
made to her, or any other
Clemson co-ed, to come by the
Tiger office any Sunday or
Monday night to better acquaint themselves with The
Tiger staff.)

age. The survey found that 8.5
per cent earned at lesst one college degree compared with the
national average of 60 per cent
of all students enrolled.
Clemson's record equals the national average in the proportion
of scholarship winners who are
employed in occupations related
to agriculture. The survey shows
three of every four scholarship
winners so employed, with nearly two-thirds of the graduates following occupations directly related to agriculture.
The scholarship study, prepared at Purdue University, is based
on responses received from more
than 7,500 of about 11,000 farm
youth who received Foundation
freshman scholarships during 193656. The program provides opporCHEMISTS
tunities for outstanding young
(Continued from page 3)
is all small stuff for him. He people to develop thefr potential
possesses the secret of the atom. for leadership in agriculture.
Gunpowder, smoke bombs, lethal gases: these form his arsenal.
WYCHE
As I said, the harrassed chem(Continued from page 1)
istry majors on my flank began
to use their powers for mean would be given more upon examand devious purposes. In their ination of his design portfolio.
frustration, they began to play The design portfolio, along with
pranks on their defenseless an interview, are the specific requirements for admission that
neighbors. Sometimes late at
night I could see smoke seeping Clemson contends Gantt has failinto my room between the wall ed to meet. Dean McClure exsidious formulas in an effort to plained to the court that the portdevelop some evil concoction, to folio was necessary in order to
hurl under my door. I sometimes determine whether the architecheard a muffled chuckling com- ture department could place Gantt
ing from behind the walls and on the third year level.
my skin would break out as my The court reconvened on Wed.,
mind pictured the leering grins Nov. 21, for the third and final
as they peered over some bubb- day of the trial and concluded
ling preparation which hereto with the testimonies of Director
fore had been forbidden to hu- of Admissions, R. J. Berry and
man beings. Now my life is all Admissions Supervisor, W. R.
a shambles thanks to
their Mattox.
ceaseless pranks, and I am
afraid to go to sleep at nights,
am retaliating though. Don't
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
dare tell anyone, but last week 3:57—Sign
On
in physics I heard of a new for- 4:00—Platter Party
4:15—Weather
mula which will unlock the pow- 4:30—Top
NEWS and SPORTS
ers of the universe. It is called 4:45—Weather
the Einstein formula. It says E- 4:55—NEWS
5:00—Platter Party
MC2. I shall use it against them 5:15—Weather
5:30—Top NEWS and SPORTS
any day now! Heh-heh.

Thirdly the fact that the game
fell during the Thanksgiving Holidays played no part in the scheduling of the Clemson-Carolina
game. This contest has already
of the regular season through
1970. Please note that some of

Stars Make Debut

COURTROOM
(Continued from page 3)
political boss says he just cannot
understand why the young Negro did not apply for admission
to the college in the first place
instead of going out of state to a I
far distant school and then want-1
ing to transfer.
After more yawning and a likegrade of testimony the trial ends
on note that says: To be continued.
Clemson students Robert Gordon and Tom Wilson have leading roles in The Little Theater production of "Life With Fathese years the game will fall ther."
on Thanksgiving and on some it
will not.
The above report was compildestroy the only society In which
(Continued from page 1)
ed from an Interview with head a saving hand while there was personality really can exist. You
coach Frank Howard. The mem- yet time. One of the finest are certainly impressed by the
things that can be done is to truth of this observation when
bers of this special committee take steps which will preserve you try to deal with some of
were Forrest Dixon and John the Federal system of govern- these overgrown Federal agenment with its division of powers cies.
Walker.
between National and State
Local Self-Government
A committee to investigate the
levels.
possibility of setting up a Stu- This thing goes far beyond I recognize there is a great
dent Traffic Court to handle the merely governmental things. It deal of difficulty in local selfvarious types of traffic violation
goes to the personality of the government and particularly in
on campus was set up. Tommy
the cities due to the fact that
people of the United States..
Hamm was appointed chairman
the Federal Government monopJustice Brandeis
of this committee.
olizes the sources of taxation
A
member
of
the
Supreme
which yield the taxes most easAlex Credle introduced a bill
which would give students the Court of the United States, Jus- ily collected.
tice Brandeis, is said by Judge Aesop said that a lion invited
right of way at all intersections
from five minutes before until Learned Hand to have made another animal to visit him in
five minutes after each hour this statement:
his cave. The animal said, "I
from 8 AM until 5 PM. This bill "The States are the only am not coming because I notice
break-water
against
the
everpassed without opposition.
that all tracks lead - into your
pounding surf which threatens
From Thursday, November 29 to submerge the individual, and cave and none lead out"
until Saturday, December 1, twen- destroy the only society in which Now that is certainly a parable about the system of taxation
ty-eight members from various personality can exist."
branches of Student Government There is more that a modicum which prevails in this country.
will represent Clemson College at of truth in that statement.
More Local Tax
the annual South Carolina State When ever you shift all responThis
is
a field in which someStudent Legislature to be held in sibility of government from the
Columbia.
states to the National level you thing drastic has to be done in
order to give to the States and
the local communities more
sources of taxation than they
now enjoy.
The alternative is to have
them continue to do what they
have been doing with increasing
frequency: and that is, to come
to Uncle Sam to beg for a little
more of the Patrimony which he
has taken from them.
A federal system of government must be preserved. The
Constitution was designed to
create an indestructible union
composed of indestructible
States.

National Scene

Bottles, Bottles Everywhere; Nary A Drop To Drink

Clemson collecting bottles to send
a friend home for the holidays.
The committee was organized by
Bill Parsons. With him were Jim
Schettino, Jim Eisler, Dan Herr,
Wayne Hurst, Bob Richards, and
Frank Pearce.
They were collecting bottles to
send Jerry LaSalle to Stratford,
Conn., because his father was ill
and he had to go home at the
last minute.
They collected bottles instead
of just giving him the money because it presented them with a
challenge to see if they could get
enough bottles to send him home,
which they succeeded in doing.
All together they collected
about 1500 bottles from all parts
of the school. They went from
room to room asking for bottles.
Dean Cox helped out by getting
Dan to let them use his truck
to carry the bottles to Anderson
where they gave them to the various bottle distributors.
The boys would like to thank
all the students and especially
Dean Cox and Dan for the help
Above is pictured the results of good will efforts typical of Clemson Men.
given them.

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
Friday, Nov. 30 &
Sat., Dee. 1st - Until 7:00

THE DELICATE
DELINQUENT"
Jerry Lewis
Vista Vision
Sat., Dec. 1st 7:00 on

"NO MAN IS
AN ISLAND"
(Photo by Lank)

Loan Survey
The Student Aid and Loan
Office would like to conduct
a survey of possible student
financial needs for the 196364 scholastic year. Students
who feel they might need loans
and asked to see Col. Blose in
Room 24, Tillman Hall.
This survey will be necessary to determine extent of
loans needed next year under
the National Defense Loan
Act.

WSBF Program Schedule

Senate Release
By TOMMY HAMM
In the Nov. 20 meeting of the
Student- Senate, the report
of special committee investigating the date of the Clemson-Carolina game was given. Its findings are as follows: First the old
arrangement of playing Carolina
in Columbia every year on Big
Thursday was unsatisfactory because Clemson was getting the
short end of the deal.
Secondly it was stated that most
other schools end their season*
with their chief rival, and many
alumni have requested that Clemson do this also. It may also be
stated that both Clemson and U.
S. C. desired to place this game
at the end of the season; because
there exist the problem of scheduling a top opponent on the last
week in the season (many other
schools are playing their big rivals at this time.)

Over 40 per cent of the Clemson scholarship winners work in
professional and technical jobs, including research and education.
Nearly 25 per cent are employed as managers, officials or proprietors in various businesses, industries and organizations. Some
13 per cent are farmers and the
remainder are taking graduate
study or serving in the armed
services.
The Sears scholarship program
at Clemson College was established in 1937 and since then about
400 students have studied here
under grants from the foundation.
Seven of these scholarships, valued at $300 each, will be awarded at Clemson for 1963-64. South
Carolina boys who have demonstrated an interest in agriculture
and plan to enroll in the School
of Agriculture are eligible to apply. Those desiring more information should write to professor J.
B. Cooper, Agricultural Scholarship Committee chairman, 128 P&
AS Building, Clemson College, S.
C.

Color

5:45—Weather
5:55—NEWS
6:00—Mostly Music
6:15—Weather
6:30—Top NEWS and SPORTS
6:45—Weather
6:55—NEWS
7:00—Mostly Music
7:15—Weather
7:30—Top NEWS and SPORTST
7:45—Weather
8:00—NEWS
8:15—EDITORIAL
8:16—Stardust
9:55—NEWS
10:00—Nightbeat
10:55—NEWS
11:00—Nightbeat
11:55—NEWS FINAL
12:00—East of Midnight
1:00— Sign Off
WED.—8:16—PIGSKIN PREVIEW
THURS.-8:16—FRANK HOWARD
SHOW
SATURDAY SCHEDULE
6:57—Sign On
7:00—Platter Party
7:15—Weather
7:30—Top NEWS and SPORTS

7:45—Weather
7:55—NEWS
8:00—Platter Party
8:15—Weather
8:30—Top NEWS and SPORTS
8:45—Weather
8 :55—NEWS
9:00—Folk Party
9:55—NEWS
10:00—Nightbeat
10:55—NEWS
*
11:00—Nightbeat
11:55—NEWS FINAL
12:00— Sign Off
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
12:57—Sign On
1:00—Sunday Cavalcade
1:55—NEWS
2:00—Sunday Cavalcade
2:55—NEWS
3:00—Sunday Cavalcade
3:30—All America Wants To Know
4:00—Allegro
5 :55—NEWS
6:00—Mostly Music
6:15—Weather
6:30—Top NEWS and SPORTS
6:45—Weather
6:55—NEWS
7:00—Sounds of 20th Century
8:00—NEWS IN DEPTH
8:30—Stardust
9 :55—NEWS
10.-BO—Nightbeat
10:55—NEWS
11:00—Nightbeat
11:55—NEWS FINAL
12:00—East of Midnight
1:00—Sign Off

College Gets
Large Grant
An incentive grant of $6,100, initiating exploratory study of the
distribution of stresses in concrete beams, has been awarded
by the National Science Foundation to Dr. Joseph H. Moore, head
of the Clemson College department of civil engineering.
The work will be conducted in
the Clemson civil engineering and
engineering mechanics laboratories under his direction. Assisting
him will be Dr. R. W. Moorman,
head of the engineering mechanics department, and Jack C. McCormac, associate professor of
civil engineering.
Study Of I-Beams
The one-year grant will enable
the Clemson research team to
begin preliminary study of the
kinds of stresses found in the end
blocks of pretensioned, prestressed concrete I-beams, which are
widely used in
construction
throughout the nation.
"While some studies and experimental work in this general field
have been reported," said Moore,
"this important area has not received the attention that is needed to determine the stress distribution and required size of end

blocks .The problem is a complex one and pilot work must be
done to establish experimental
means of measuring strains and
movements of materials."
Experimental Work
Dr. Moore proposes that limited experimental work be done oil
small conventionally reinforced
beams, on pull-out specimens and
on small prestressed elements:
The men seek the development
of experimental methods that will.
prove valuable in testing procedures to be used in future studies.
Project leader Moore graduated from The Citadel, earned the
master's degree at Pennsylvania
State University and the doctorate at Purdue University. His
professional experience in business and government includes
that of senior engineer, senior
bridge designer and project bridge
engineer for engineering consulting firms.

Frigidaire
Appliances

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
PHONE 654-3230
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Nov. 29-30, Dec. 1
Elvis Presley
in

'GIRLS, GIRLS,
GIRLS!"
in color

Lata Show Friday

"WILD FOR
KICKS"
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Dec. 2 - 3 - 4

"CHAPMAN
REPORT"
Wed. and Thurs.
Dec. 5-6

"CARRY ON
TEACHER"

FRIGIDAIRE
SERVICE, that is
• Fast, neat, low-cost
installation.
• Prompt, courteous,
skillful service.
• Frigidaire PrecJsfoii
Parts.
Calf on the folks who'd
like to calf on you!

C&D Appliance
On The Square
PENDLETON, S. C.

